Many homeowners strive for the idealized lush, green lawn. However, this perfect lawn is often achieved at the expense of water quality and wildlife diversity. It doesn’t have to be that way. Small changes in lawn care routines and landscaping practices can reduce pollution in local streams and Lake Erie, and enhance wildlife and pollinator habitat while maintaining healthy lawns.

If your home has a yard, then you have a prime opportunity to improve your local environment and the health of Lake Erie. By committing to one or more of the actions listed below, you will be taking the first steps to transforming your lawn to a Sustainable Lawnscape:

1. **Build from the Ground Up.** A healthy lawn starts with healthy soil. Build soil health by topdressing your lawn each spring with 1/4” to 1/2” compost or mulch. This will loosen the soil, improve its water-holding capacity and nourish your grass. Consider aerating your lawn prior to adding compost for even deeper benefits. Lawns with healthy soils require less irrigation and less fertilizer.

2. **Less is More.** Are you sure you need all that lawn? Converting even a small portion of your lawn - think fringe areas - to native plants and wildflowers provides essential habitat for pollinators such as bees, butterflies and hummingbirds, while promoting the enhanced infiltration of storm water.

3. **Reconsider Weeds.** Many common lawn “weeds” are only harmful to your aesthetic view of your lawn. Adjusting your tolerance for certain weeds will allow you to reduce your use of toxic herbicides, which can easily pollute nearby streams. Many so-called weeds are actually beneficial - dandelions, clover and other flowers are pollinator-friendly. Clover even adds nitrogen to the soil. Finally, consider non-toxic weed control methods, including manual removal with a shovel or hand tools, spraying with a 10% vinegar solution, or spreading corn gluten in the spring to prevent weed seeds from germinating.